Sometimes finding your way around campus can be overwhelming. Below are real life things college students do—use the map to follow along on a typical day. Along the way keep your eyes open for the items you have been given pictures of. Good luck!

- Welcome to college! You live in **Weatherford Hall** (with a roommate), one of the 17 residence halls on campus.
- Time to hit the books – head to the **Valley Library** to get some studying done!
- You have a study group that’s meeting for one of your classes in the **Kelley Engineering Center**, a “green” building.
- You’re ready for a break! Visit the student lounge and take a nap, grab some food, or even bowl a couple of games at the **Memorial Union**.

Can you find these?
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- **Weatherford Hall (26th and Jefferson; you will not be able to enter.)**
  One of 17 residence halls that together hold 3200 students, Weatherford houses many students who are interested in business. Inside are dorm rooms, a café, a business library, two classrooms, high speed internet, music rooms, a TV room, laundry facilities, a kitchen and a sauna for use by the residents. You may recognize the distinctive architecture from OSU brochures and advertisements!

- **The Valley Library (Waldo & Jefferson; you may walk in and look around – but shhh! Students are studying.)**
  The Valley Library contains over 1.4 million books and was named National Library of the Year in 1999. It contains the largest collection of Pacific Northwest art. **Please do not touch any artwork.** There is a Linus Pauling exhibit in the library; he is the only person to receive two individual Nobel Prize – Chemistry (1954) and Peace (1962). An OSU alum, he died in 1994 and gave his private collection of papers to the university.

- **Kelley Engineering Center (Campus Way & Memorial; walk into the building through any of the entrances.)**
  This is OSU’s newest building, completed in 2005. It is considered to be a “green” building—built to LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) specifications for sustainability.

  **Sustainable features include:**
  - **Windows that work**—The building responds to an open window by turning off the heat to that room.
  - **Catch the light**—The central atrium and windowed wall surfaces supply virtually all classrooms, labs, and offices with natural light, cutting lighting costs up to 40%.
  - **Hanging mobiles**—Keep the air circulating, driving the warm air at the top toward the bottom.
  - **Keep it cool**—A highly reflective white roof reduces heat absorption and helps keep the building cooler on hot days.
  - **Save the rain**—Rainwater falling on the roof and into planters is collected and stored to provide water to flush toilets and irrigate the landscape, reducing water usage by more than 60%.
  - **Solar sizzle:** Hot water from the sun—Solar panels on the roof produce 2400 watts that heat water for sinks and showers, and a roof-top solar collector assists with water heating.

- **Memorial Union (Between 26th and Memorial; go up the steps through the main entrance and into the lounge.)**
  The MU Main Lounge (called the students’ living room) features couches and chairs for between-class studying or naps. All of the flags overhead symbolize a student or faculty member from that particular country.

  **On the main level:**
  Stop into the **Bookstore** (down the hall to your left) for some orange-and-black Beaver apparel or have a lunch break at the **Commons** (down the hall to the right) and mingle with OSU students and staff who eat and study here during the day. Students use cash or OSU debit cards (in the dining halls) to purchase meals. There are 17 different restaurants, cafés and stores throughout campus – anything from hamburgers to Chinese food! Notice the beaver motif **everywhere** (exterior door handles, tiles, etc) and check out the Benny the Beaver statue, carved from a single redwood tree by the father of an OSU student.

  **Downstairs:**
  The **Basement** is a recreation area for OSU students, with a TV, pool tables, bowling, and video games.
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Beavers are everywhere at OSU! These feisty creatures can be found lurking around the doorways of the MU.

You can’t miss this statue—especially if you’re an OSU Beavers sports fan.

Smile for the camera! This is the largest carving from a single redwood tree and a great place for a photo.

This building is supposedly haunted by OSU’s first librarian, Ira Kidder.

This is at one of the five cultural centers on campus, “a home away from home” for all students.

Gear up! Come here for all things orange-and-black, plus school books and supplies.
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